
 

 

GENERAL RULES 
 

1. EXCHANGE OFCOFFEE COIN® FOR PHYSICAL COFFEE* 
* rules in forcein 2022  

 

The Coffee Coin® is a token with the value of a voucher that can be redeemed in physical coffee, 

in pre-established volumes, following the defined standard. 

 

Conversion: 1 Coffee Coin® = 1 kg of green coffee. 

 

Green coffee standard for conversion: Type 6/7, fine cup (commodity standard). Minasul 

standard 30A. This standard is equivalent to coffee with an aspect: good / dry: uniform / 

Moisture content between 10 and 12% / free of impurities.  

 

Minimum number of tokens for exchange: 1500 token multiples, or equivalent to the storage 

unit of a 1500-kilogram big bag.  

 

Minimum amount of tokens to exchange (to keep the coffee on token*):  There is no 

minimum amount of tokens.  

          * Exclusive for Minasul members 

 

Exchange period: between September and December 2021 (or at any time, if available in 

Minasul). 

 

Limit made available for exchange by Minasul in 2021: 40*1500-kilogram big bags, totaling 

60,000 kilograms (variable according to the number of tokens circulating supply). 

* This volume may be altered, according to availability in Minasul.  

 

 



 

 

Minasul will inform on www.cofeecoin.com.br the period for appointment setting and the 

available quantity for the exchange of Coffee Coin® tokens for physical coffee. 

 

After the announcement of the period for appointment setting (information available on 

www.coffeecoin.com.br), the token holder must e-mail troca@coffeecoin.com.br expressing 

their interest for exchanging their tokens for physical coffee. 

 

- The e-mail must contain all the information for registration with Minasul (information 

needed for the invoice of the sale of the physical coffee). 

 

- An e-mail will be sent with the reply to the request, registration approval (against 

information and documents presented) and appointment confirmation.  

 

Exclusively for Co-operated - Exchange tokens to keep coffee in token: 

- In this option there will be no physical output of the coffee. The coffee will be kept in stock 

in the cooperative member's record. 

- According to the number of tokens to be exchanged (corresponding to the same number of 

kilos of coffee), the cooperative member shall transfer the Coffee Coin® tokens from his/her 

portfolio to the Minasul portfolio - in operation via the STONOEX exchange. 

- Minasul will invoice the Sales Order and a payment slip will be generated to enter the coffee 

in the cooperative member's file. 

 

For cooperative members and non-cooperative members - Exchange of tokens for coffee 

with physical delivery on the scheduled date  

- According to the number of tokens to be exchanged (corresponding to the same number of 

kilos of coffee), the interested party should transfer the Coffee Coin® tokens from its 

portfolio to the Minasul portfolio - in operation via the STONOEX exchange. 

- After the tokens transfer is confirmed, Minasul will issue a sales invoice for the coffee. This 

invoice may be issued to an Individual or Legal Entity, following fiscal and tax rules. 

 

 

http://www.cofeecoin.com.br/
http://www.coffeecoin.com.br/
mailto:troca@coffeecoin.com.br


 

 

 

- On the scheduled date, the coffee must be picked up at the Minasul warehouse, at Av. 

Dinamarca 1 – Varginha-MG, being thebuyer responsible for the freight. 

 

- Minasul will issue an invoice of the sale of the coffee. The invoice can be issued to an 

individual or a company, following fiscal and tax rules.  

 

- Exit fees will be charged for thecoffee, according to the current Minasul price list, plus 

taxes, when applicable. The coffee can only be picked up after the fees have been paid. 

Departure fee: R$ 41.25*per 1500-kilogram big bag (Total equivalent to 25 60-kilogram 

bags, corresponding to R$ 1.65 per bag).  

*Fee in force until 31/12/2022. 

 

- With the issuing of the invoice, the tokens will be transferred from buyer’s wallet to 

Minasul’s wallet.  

 

- If the coffee is not picked up on the scheduled date, Minasul will continue charging the 

storage fees and insurance corresponding to the period of storage.  

The period of storage is counted from the day after the scheduled date to the date of the 

actual physical exit of the coffee.  

Storage fee and insurance: R$ 1.155* per 1500-kilogram big bag per day (Total equivalent 

to 25 60-kilogram bags, corresponding to R$ 0.0462 per bag per day). 

*Fee in force until 31/12/2022. 

 


